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The effects of the plates thermal properties on the heat transfer in turbulent thermal convection are
investigated by direct numerical simulations of the Navier–Stokes equations with the Boussinesq
approximation. It has been found that the governing parameter is the ratio of the thermal resistances
of the fluid layerRf and the platesRp ; when this ratio is smaller than a threshold value (Rf /Rp

'300 arbitrarily defined by requiring that the actual heat transfer differs by less than 2% from its
ideal value!, the finite conductivity of the plates limits the heat transfer in the cell. In addition, since
Rf decreases for increasing Rayleigh numbers, any experimental apparatus is characterized by a
threshold Rayleigh number that cannot be exceeded if the heat transfer in the cell has not to be
influenced by the thermal properties of the plates. It has been also shown that the plate effects cannot
be totally corrected by subtracting the temperature drop occurring within the plates from the
measured total temperature difference. This is due to the changes produced in the thermal plume
dynamics by the reduced local heat flux at the plate/fluid interface. A model with a correction factor
has been derived to account for the plates effects and it gave the appropriate correction for a recent
experiment in which the heat transfer measurements were systematically smaller than a theoretical
prediction. In view of the present correction the discrepancy between theory and experiments
addressed by Nikolaenko and Ahlers@Phys. Rev. Lett.91, 084501~2003!# can be therefore resolved.
The application of the proposed correction to the results in the literature can also reconcile the heat
transfer measurements for water and mercury that appear systematically smaller than in other fluids.
© 2004 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1723463#
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I. CONTEXT AND MOTIVATION

Turbulent thermal convection is one of the problems
tracting most of the interest in fluid dynamics owing to t
physical richness of the phenomena and the involved tec
cal and geophysical applications. The cooling of electro
components~mainly microprocessors! is in fact the major
factor limiting the increase of their operational frequen
while the differential heating of the ocean and atmospher
the driving engine for large-scale circulations. On the ot
hand, from the physical viewpoint, thermal convection is
terestingper se since it provides a paradigm of comple
dynamics within relatively simple and controllable setups
has recently been observed, however, that some experim
performed under apparently similar conditions do not sh
identical dynamics~Refs. 1–5, only to mention a few exper
ments performed in a slender cylindrical cell! and, since the
cell shape and the main nondimensional parameters ar
the same range, it has been conjectured that the temper
boundary conditions might cause the differences.6,7 In par-
ticular, one of the most controversial points is the appeara
of the ultimate regime8 which may have been observed
some experiments but not in others. In this regime, the tra
ferred heat current should increase asDT

3/2 ~apart from loga-
rithmic corrections! being DT the imposed temperature di
ference. Given the extreme dynamics characterizing

a!Telephone:139 0805963898; fax:139 0805963411; electronic mail
verzicco@poliba.it
1961070-6631/2004/16(6)/1965/15/$22.00
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regime~ultrahard turbulence and ‘‘ballistic’’ plumes! experi-
mentalists push their apparata to the limits with the aim
reaching the highest Rayleigh number and this can introd
some uncertainity in the results.

A typical setup is made of two horizontal parallel plat
kept at a distanceh and maintained at different temperature
the working fluid is vertically confined by the plates an
horizontally by a lateral wall. When a temperature differen
DT is established between the horizontal surfaces~if DT ex-
ceeds a critical value and the lower temperature is war
than the upper! the fluid starts moving because of buoyan
forces. The role of the side wall is to confine the workin
fluid and to thermally insulate it from the external ambie
as a consequence this wall is made of poorly thermal c
ducting material and its thickness is kept as small as poss
~0.01%–0.1% of the plates distanceh! in order to prevent the
heat leakage. The horizontal plates, on the contrary, m
maintain a uniform temperature distribution at the solid/flu
interface and must allow the transit of the imposed heat c
rent producing a negligible temperature drop across th
thickness; these plates, therefore, are thick solid blocks
highly thermal conducting metals~usually pure copper!
whose large thickness~5%–15% of the plates distanceh!
serves also as heat capacity for the flow. In reality, the cho
of the plate thickness is a trade off between several par
eters like the thermal homogeneity at the fluid solid int
face, the global time response of the plate and the local h
capacity.

In laboratory experiments, for every imposed heat c
5 © 2004 American Institute of Physics
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rent Q̇ a temperature differenceDT is measured which in
nondimensional form, respectively, read

Nu5
Q̇h

l fDTS
and Ra5

ga fDTh3

n fkf
, ~1!

with g, a f , n f , andkf the acceleration of gravity, the iso
baric thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid, its kinema
viscosity, and thermal diffusivity.S is the wetted plate sur
face, andl f the fluid thermal conductivity related tokf

through kf5l f /(r fCp f), being r f the mean fluid density
andCp f its isobaric specific heat.

If we make an electrical analog of the convection cell
can think of the heat current as an electrical current and
temperature difference as a potential difference. In this c
text each component of the cell can be concentrated
single element interested by a heat current and across w
a temperature drop occurs. The side wall, in principle, sho
allow neither a heat flux nor a thermal coupling with t
fluid. On the other hand, since in laboratory experiments
plates temperature is measured somewhere within the p
thickness and the same value is retained at the plate/
interface, it is assumed that the temperature drop inside
plates is negligible (D.DT in Fig. 1!. It is worth mentioning
that in some experiments, especially those involving liq
metals, the measured temperature differenceDT is corrected
by subtracting the temperature drop within the plates e
mated by the pure conducting temperature profiles or
trapolated by temperature measurements at two diffe
depths in the plates. This, however, would imply that t
plates effect could be totally accounted by a correction ofDT

FIG. 1. Schematic of the electrical analogue of the convection cell.
dotted arrows between the fluid and the side wall indicate the weak the
coupling. Any other heat leakage is neglected since thermal shields
usually placed around the cell and, given the low mean temperatures
radiation can be safely neglected.
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while the present results will show that this is not the ca
If, in analogy with Ohm’s law, we writeD i5RiQ̇i ~with Ri

the thermal resistance of theith cell component! the above
requirements are equivalent toRpl!Rf , Rpu!Rf , and Rsw

@Rf . Because of the thermal convection, however, the th
mal resistance of the fluid layerRf continuously decrease
for increasingD ~or DT) and the previous conditions cann
be both maintained for every value ofD.

In particular, several recent papers9–11 have shown that
in low aspect ratio cells for Rayleigh numbers Ra<1011 the
heat leakage through the side wall was not always neglig
with corrections up to 20%–25% for Ra5106; for increasing
Rayleigh numbers the correction decreases and, even
magnitude depends on the aspect ratio of the cell and on
thermal properties of working fluid and side wall, it gene
ally becomes negligible for Ra.1011. We will show that
when the side wall correction ceases to be important
thermal resistance of the plates starts to affect the heat tr
fer. Unfortunately, in contrast to the side wall effect, the pla
correction becomes more important as the Rayleigh num
increases, it is essentially independent of the cell aspect r
and eventually it becomes the bottleneck of the system.

In order to further support the last statement we c
resort to the following simple argument: even if it is no
clear that a single power law does not fit the Nusselt
Rayleigh curve9–12 for our purposes we can still write Nu
5aRab ~possibly withb function of Ra! since we only need
to note that Nu is a monotonically increasing function of R
From the definitions~1!, the circuit in Fig. 1, the relations
D i5RiQ̇i and the correlation Nu5aRab it is easy to show
that the results

DT5F2Rp1
ARsw

A1RswDbG Q̇, ~2!

with 2Rp5Rpl1Rpu and A5h/(l fSa)@(n fkf)/(ga fh
3)#b.

Being DT5D12RpQ̇ for increasingDT also D will grow
and, if Rp andRsw remain constant withDT , asDT→` Eq.
~2! reduces toDT5RpQ̇. This implies that regardless of how
small Rp is, eventually it will dominate the thermal resis
tance of the whole setup.

Another point to be addressed is the temperature dis
bution on the plate surface for a finite value of the pla
thermal conductivity. According to Schlichting13 ~p. 507!
when a flow sweeps a solid surface the wall temperature
be considered constant provided the productAw5rwCwlw is
much largerthan the analogous quantityA5r f , Cp fl f for
the fluid: hererw , Cw , andlw are, respectively, the density
specific heat, and thermal conductivity of the material of t
plate. As previously mentioned, in convective turbulence
periments the thermal plates are made by solid copper an
the best conditions, using the data for oxygen-free pure c
per and gaseous helium aT.5 K, we have a ratioAw /A
'31 000~Ref. 14! which appears large enough to safely co
sider the plate surface isothermal. It must be stressed, h
ever, thatl f is only the molecular thermal conductivity o
the fluid while, due to convection, what the plate surfa
‘‘sees’’ is a fluid whose effective thermal conductivity
leff5Nul f . This implies that the ratioAw /Aeff does not re-
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main much larger than one for every value of the Nuss
number; in particular, using the previous values we fi
Aw /Aeff51 for Nu531 000 which is obtained for Rayleig
numbers of the order of Ra'1016– 1017 according to Ref. 4
or Ra'1017– 1018 for Ref. 3. Such a large value of Ra ha
been approached by Ref. 3 and experimentalists are aim
at pushing the Rayleigh number further up. While for
order of magnitude argument it is sufficient to say that
value Aw /Aeff51 does not assure isothermal conditions
the plate/fluid interface, for the above extreme experime
conditions it is very important to determine a critical value
Aw /Aeff ~or any related quantity! below which the therma
behavior of the plate is not adequate to the flow conditio

To the author’s knowledge only two papers have be
devoted to study the finite conductivity effects of the pla
on the dynamics of thermal convection, Refs. 7 and 15. T
first paper tried to derive a model that, by accounting for
heat conductivity and heat capacity of the plates, could
tify the differences among the existing experiments. In R
15, on the other hand, a very detailed analysis of the effec
the plate properties on the generation and evolution of th
mal plumes was performed. The aim of the present pape
to study by direct numerical simulations the influence of
plates thermal properties on the overall heat transfer~the
Nusselt number! and to compute a correction factor th
could be used by experimentalists to relate their meas
ments to the ideal flow free from finite conductivity effect

We wish to stress that, although the analysis in this pa
is limited to the ‘‘Rayleigh–Be´nard’’ convection with con-
stant temperature boundary conditions, the study of the
fects of nonperfect thermal sources in turbulent convectio
also relevant to the analysis of natural systems like the s
atmosphere interaction or air/sea heat exchange where
two media have comparable thermal conductivities and h
capacities. In these cases, however, the thermal source
only one of the parameters since heat radiation and inter
topography play also a fundamental role.

II. THE PROBLEM

A. Numerical setup

We consider a fluid contained in a cylindrical cell
radiusR and heighth heated from below by a plate of thick
nesse with the lower horizontal surface maintained at co
stant temperatureTh ~see Fig. 2!. The fluid is cooled from
above by an analogous plate of thicknesse with the upper
surface kept at temperatureTc with Tc,Th . The thermal
properties of the plates are different from those of the fl
and denoted by the subscriptw. The lateral wall is perfectly
adiabatic and all the wetted surfaces are all no-slip. The fl
investigated in this paper is that developing in the cylindri
cell of aspect ratioG52R/h51/2.

The purpose of the setup sketched in Fig. 2 is to mim
the flow conditions of an experiment in which the horizon
plates exhibit their own heat transfer dynamics and this
teracts with the heat transfer in the fluid.

We wish to stress that the boundary condition of unifo
constant temperature on one side of the plates is equiva
to consider the presence of infinite heat capacity device
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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the two extremes of the computational setup. These co
tions are only approximately true in a laboratory experim
where the plates are heated and cooled using different t
niques and implying different constructive details~thickness
and geometry!. Cioni, Ciliberto and Sommeria,16 for ex-
ample, in their cell with mercury showed that the dynam
of the hot plate is better described by a constant heat
boundary condition while the cold plate can indeed be c
sidered a constant temperature surface. It is worth ment
ing that the particular behavior of the plate and fluid depe
on their nature and also on the Rayleigh number; never
less the difference of temperature boundary conditions
tween numerical simulations and experiments must be k
in mind when considering the effect of the plate thickness
the heat transfer~see Sec. III D!.

The flow evolution was simulated by numerically int
grating the Navier–Stokes equations with the Boussinesq
proximation in the case of variable thermal properties of
medium. If Vf is the fluid domain (e<x<h1e, 0<r<R,
and 0<f,2p with f the azimuthal coordinate! andV is the
total domain, the nondimensional governing equations ar

Du

Dt
52¹p1u x̂1S Pr

RaD
1/2

¹2u, ¹•u50, on Vf ,

~3!

Du

Dt
5

1

~Pr Ra!1/2

r fCp f

rC
¹•S l

l f
¹u D , on V, ~4!

beingr, C, andl the quantities for the fluid (r f , Cp f , and
l f) or the solid (rw , Cw , andlw) depending on the position
in the domainV.

x̂ is the unity vector pointing in the opposite directio
with respect to gravity,u the velocity vector,p the pressure
~separated from its hydrostatic contribution!, andu the non-

FIG. 2. Sketch of the cell.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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dimensional temperature. The equations have been m
nondimensional using the free-fall velocityU5Aga fDTh,
the height of the fluid layerh and the maximum temperatur
differenceDT5Th2Tc ; the nondimensional temperatureu
is definedu5(T2Tc)/DT so that 0<u<1. Pr is the Prandtl
number defined as Pr5n f /kf .

The numerical method is that described in Ref. 17 w
the implementation of an immersed boundary procedu18

allowing the solution of the momentum and temperat
equations on different domains. The validation of the wh
code against experimental and analytical results is give
Refs. 11 and 19. Here only a brief description of the meth
is given. The equations have been written in cylindrical c
ordinates and discretized on a staggered mesh by ce
second-order accurate finite-difference approximations;
resulting discretized system is solved by a fractional-s
procedure with the elliptic equation inverted using trigon
metric expansions in the azimuthal direction and
FISHPACK package20 for the other two directions. The tim
advancement of the solution is obtained by a hybrid lo
storage third-order Runge–Kutta scheme.

B. Simulation plans

It is now well documented in the literature that the mo
important parameters in turbulent thermal convection are
Rayleigh and Prandtl numbers. The aspect ratio of the ceG
~Ref. 1! and even the cell shape21 have also an influence o
the flow dynamics, especially in slender cells. Looking
Eqs.~3! and~4! and at the sketch of Fig. 2 additional param
eters must be considered, namely the ratiosD
5(r fCp f)/(rwCw) and lw /l f and the relative plate thick
nesse/h. Considering that each set of flow parameters i
plies a three-dimensional direct numerical simulation of E
~3! and ~4!, it is clear that the complete analysis of a flo
depending on six independent variables is not within
reach of a single research project.

In order to reduce the computational effort, two ma
strategies have been followed: we have identified a partic
cell geometry and working fluid in such a way to fixG and
Pr. Since the experiments in which the highest values
Rayleigh have been attained are those reported in Refs. 3
4 that used gaseous helium in a slender cylindrical cell,
have posedG51/2 and Pr50.7. Within this setup we have
made extensive use of axisymmetric numerical simulati
to span a wide range of the remaining parameters an
figure out their effects on the heat transfer. We have t
performed three-dimensional numerical simulations only
check that the findings conjectured from axisymmetric flo
could be extended to full three-dimensional flows.

An additional advantage of using the setup withG51/2
and Pr50.7 is that being the physical problem~and the struc-
ture of the numerical code! essentially the same as that
Refs. 11 and 19 we could use those simulations to asses
resolution requirements and to validate the numerical pro
dure. In particular grids from 33349397 up to 129365
3301 nodes, respectively in the azimuthal, radial and ve
cal directions have been used for Ra in the range
3106– 23109; this ensures the mesh size to be of the or
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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of the Kolmogorov scale in the bulk of the flow and th
viscous and thermal boundary layers to be adequa
resolved.19

In the axisymmetric cases only a meridionalr –x plane
was solved and neither the spatial resolution, nor the C
time was a limiting factor. As a result simulations on 49397
up to 1933785 points have been run for 106<Ra<1010 and
grid refinement checks were performed concerning the s
tion sensitivity to Ra,D, andlw /l f .

C. Axisymmetric vs three-dimensional simulations

We wish to stress that, although we will make intensi
use of axisymmetric simulations, their Nusselt vs Rayle
relation is different with respect to the three-dimension
case;22 this implies that every result conjectured from ax
symmetric flows can not be extended to three-dimensio
configurations without a cross check with the appropri
simulation.

The main differences between the two flows are due
the different plume dynamics and to the mean flow structu
in fact, depending on the initial perturbations it is possible
force the axisymmetric mean flow in two different stab
configurations, the first with an uprising central plume a
the second with a descending one~see Fig. 3!. In both cases
the Nusselt number attains the same value@Nu539.562.2 in
the first and Nu539.062.1 in the second at Ra523108,
e/h50.05, l f /lw550, and D5r fCp f /(rwCw)51], and
the only noticeable difference is the mean flow temperat
which, respectively, oscillates below and above the m
plates temperatureu50.5. This result confirms the theoret
cal prediction by Ref. 23 and it is a peculiarity of the ax
symmetric flow; in the three-dimensional flow, in fact, th
large scale structures are not axisymmetric and any devia
of the mean flow temperatureu50.5 disappears.

As an example a snapshot of a vertical section of a thr
dimensional flow is reported in Fig. 4~a! showing the very
different flow organization with respect to the axisymmet
flow. This difference is further confirmed by the mean c
temperature of Fig. 4~b! always oscillating about the mea
valueu50.5 in contrast to Fig. 3~c!.

III. RESULTS

A. Effects on a single plume

In this section we show the effect of the finite therm
conductivity of the lower hot plate on the dynamics of
single plume. The reason for performing this prelimina
analysis is that thermal plumes are responsible for mos
the heat transfer in the cell~at least for Pr>0.3 as indicated
by Ref. 24! and from the observed changes in the plum
behavior some consequences on the complete flow ca
conjectured. A thermal plume can be thought of as a port
of fluid elongated in the vertical direction whose temperat
is hotter ~if ascending! or colder ~if descending! than the
ambient fluid; since in these structures temperature and
tical velocity are generally highly correlated, plumes act
driving engines for the heat transfer.

In Fig. 5 the time evolution of an axisymmetric plum
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 3. Time averaged temperatur
contours~Du50.05! for axisymmetric
flows at Ra523108, e/h50.05,
l f /lw550, andD51. ~a! Descending
plume, ~b! uprising plume; the thick
solid line isu50.5. ~c! Time evolution
of the volume averaged temperature
—, Descending plume; –––, uprising
plume.
er
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m

t
b

a-
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ur
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detaching from the lower hot plate is shown for three diff
ent values of the plate thermal conductivity. In particular,
t50 the initial temperature field inside the plate is given
the steady purely conductive solution while the fluid te
perature is set everywhere atū50.5 except within a layer in
contact with the plate whose thickness is adjusted to tha
the thermal boundary layer at the imposed Rayleigh num
@du /h'1/(2Nu), Nu is taken from an axisymmetric simul
tion of the complete flow#. An additional radial perturbation
is assigned in order to fix the plume detachment in the reg
around the symmetry axis, therefore the initial temperat
field reads

u~r ,x!512
lwx

l f
, for r>0, 0<x<e,

~5!

u~r ,x!5 ū1S 12
lwe

l f
2 ū De@r /du#2

e@~x2e!/du#2
,

for r>0, x>e.

Simulations for three different values oflw /l f have been
performed and the results of Fig. 5 show that already att51

FIG. 4. ~a! Snapshot of temperature contours in a vertical section thro
the axis. Ra523109, D51, lw /l f550, e/h50.05, Du50.04. ~b! Time
evolution of the volume averaged temperature for the flow in~a!.
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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FIG. 5. Time evolution of an axisymmetric single thermal plume at Ra52
3109, Pr50.7, e/h50.05, andD51. Panels~a!, ~d!, and~g! are atlw /l f

51; ~b!, ~e!, and ~h! at lw /l f510; ~c!, ~f!, and ~i! at lw /l f5100. —,
Temperature contour lines in the fluid~Du50.05!; ¯, temperature contour
lines in the hot plate~Du50.01!. Velocity vectors are overlaid on the tem
perature contours.
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FIG. 6. ~a! Time evolution of the productuxu in the point on the symmetry axis at a distancex/h50.25. ~b! Time evolution of the Nusselt number. —
lw /l f51; –––,lw /l f510; ¯, lw /l f5100.
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the fluid around the axis of symmetry moves upward wh
other fluid moves radially inward and sweeps the hot pla
The uprising plume increases its velocity according to
temperature difference with the ambient fluid, the former,
turn, depending on the heat the plate has transferred to
plume. In this scenario it might be possible that the plate
not fast enough to provide the heat requested by the pl
thus stopping its growth and preventing further fluid fro
being heated. This is exactly the phenomenon observe
Fig. 5, where it can be noted that, depending on the r
lw /l f , not only the evolution of the primary plume is de
layed but also the formation of those structures, forming
the plate surface after the plume detachment. More quan
tive information is given in Fig. 6 showing for the flows o
Fig. 5 the time evolution of the convective heat transport a
the Nusselt number; in particular, Fig. 6~a! shows that the
smaller the ratiolw /l f the less heat is convected by th
primary plume and this is reflected also by the global h
transport@Fig. 6~b!#.

The same phenomena are observed in a full thr
dimensional configuration as shown in Fig. 7, where an
stantaneous snapshot of the velocity vectors in a vert
plane cut and the temperature distribution at the fluid/p
interface are reported. In particular it can be seen that wh
a vertical descending cold current sweeps the plate sur
the temperature locally decreases below the mean value
the fluid moves parallel to the plate it gradually warms
and the local plate temperature also increases. At the en
the plate the fluid gains enough heat to detach from the w
and to generate a new rising current.

The dynamics of the plume formation and developm
as function of the thermal properties of the hot plate ha
been investigated in detail by Ref. 15. The present findi
can be therefore interpreted in view of those results: th
main conclusion is that if the thermal diffusivity of the pla
kw is much larger than that of the fluidkf than regular
plumes develop and they can extend to the top of the fl
layer. When the plate diffusivity is low, in contrast (kw

<kf) the surface cools below the developing plume and
either breaks up into puffs or puffs are generated dire
near the surface. Of course, in thermal convection labora
experiments, it never happens thatkw is of the same order a
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kf , nevertheless considering that the plate transfers the
to a material whose effective thermal diffusivity iskeff

5Nukf , then they become comparable if the Rayleigh nu
ber is high enough.

An alternative way of looking at the plate effects on t
plume dynamics is by the following dimensional argume
according to the picture given by Ref. 25 the time interv
between two successive emissions of thermal plumes f
the plate is on the averaget f* 'du

2/kf which can be written in
the nondimensional formt f'(Ra Pr)1/2/(4 Nu2). On the
other hand, once a plume has detached new fluid from
bulk at temperatureu'0.5 comes in contact with the plat
and it needs to be heated before a new plume can be
leased. The fresh fluid, on the other hand, cools the p
surface and if the latter does not provide enough heat
plume formation can be slowed down or even stopped
rough way to estimate the time scale for the plate is
evaluating its diffusive timetp* 'e2/kw which can be rewrit-
ten in nondimensional formtp'(Ra Pr)1/2(e/h)2(kf /kw).
This simplified picture already points out the essence of

FIG. 7. Instantaneous snapshot of velocity vectors in a vertical pl
through the symmetry axis and contour levels of temperature at the lo
plate/fluid interface: Ra523109, (rCp) f /(rC)51, lw /l f550, e/h
50.05,Du50.01.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 8. ~a! Time evolution of the Nusselt number evaluated as surface integral over the lower hot plate at Ra523108, e/h50.05, andlw /l f550. —, D
50.01; –––,D51; ¯, D5100. ~b! The same as~a! but for the Nusselt number evaluated as volume integral.~c! and~d! are the histograms, respectively
of the curves in panels~a! and ~b!.
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problem sincetp increases with Ra whilet f decreases~at
least if in the power law Nu;Rab it is b.1/4!. If the dy-
namics of the heat transfer in the plate does not have
interfere with the dynamics of the fluid it should betp /t f

!1, while on the other hand, we havetp /t f

'4 Nu2(e/h)2(l f /lw)/D which, regardless of the plate ge
ometry and material properties, cannot asymptotically sat
the conditiontp /t f!1. In the next sections we will investi
gate the dependence of the Nusselt number on each pa
eter separately with the aim of identifying the most importa
effects and deriving a correction factor for the Nu vs
relationship.

A variation to the above behavior is given by the expe
ment with cryogenic helium by Ref. 3; in fact in that case t
Rayleigh number is varied by approaching the helium criti
point and the divergence of the constant pressure spe
heatCp brings tokf;Ra21/2.26 In other words, the experi
ments are performed as if a continuous range of differ
fluids were available and this yields the peculiar behavior
kf . Nevertheless, even if in that cryogenic helium expe
ment it resultskf;Ra21/2, also in that case the ratiotp /t f

increases with Ra, although at a slower rate than in stan
experiments. This happens because in the correlation
;Rab it is b.1/4 and the ratiotp /t f increases as Nu2. On
the other hand, in the experiments by Refs. 4 and 27
plates temperature difference could be varied continuou
andkf resulted independent of Ra; these experiments, th
fore, behave in the same way as standard experiments
noncryogenic fluids.
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B. Dependence on D

According to the previous section, one of the paramet
influencing the heat transfer might beD5(r fCp f)/(rwCw),
the ratio of the heat capacity per unit volume of fluid a
plates. It is important to note that, depending on the mate
of the plates and the particular fluid,D can span a wide rang
of values; for example, for oxygen free copper and helium
T.5 K we haveD53.58, for copper and air at ambien
temperature it resultsD54.531024 while for brass and wa-
ter we haveD51.26. We have performed axisymmetr
simulations for several values of Ra (23106, 23108, and
231010), and l f /lw ~50 and 200! with D in the range
1022<D<102, always observing a negligible dependen
of the mean Nusselt number onD. The Nusselt number can
be evaluated by computing directly the mean heat flux at
hot and cold plates Nuw5]u/]xuw ~where uw indicates that
the derivative is evaluated at the wall and the overbar imp
an average in time and over the plate surface! or, resorting to
the conductive and convective heat transfer definitions,
Nu511ARa Pr̂uxu& ~with the angular brackets indicatin
average over time and over the whole fluid layer!. Although,
on the average, the two definitions converge to the sa
value, the former accounts for the dynamics within the th
mal boundary layer while the latter stresses the motion in
bulk of the flow. Typical results are reported in Fig. 8 sho
ing for the same flows the time evolution of Nu computed
different ways. In Fig. 8~a! we see that the lower the value o
D the smaller are the fluctuations of the Nusselt num
about the average; the fluctuations in Fig. 8~b!, in contrast,
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 9. ~a! Nu vslw /l f for different Rayleigh numbers atD51 ande/h50.05. — and ––– are, respectively, the Nu` values for the axisymmetric flows a
Ra523106 and Ra523108. ~b! The same as~a! but for Nu/Nù vs lw /(Nu l f). s, Axisymmetric Ra523106; d, three-dimensional Ra523106; n,
axisymmetric Ra523107; solid n, three-dimensional Ra523107; h, axisymmetric Ra523108; j, three-dimensional Ra523108; ,, axisymmetric
Ra523109; solid ,, three-dimensional Ra523109; L, axisymmetric Ra5231010. ~c! The same as~b! but using Nu* instead of Nu.
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are essentially independent ofD. The reason is that in the
first case the heat stored in the plate can level out the p
of temperature gradients between plate and fluid and
mechanism is enhanced by the increased heat capacity o
plate. The bulk definition of the Nusselt number, on the ot
hand, is mediated by the mean temperature of the fluid wh
is more related to the dynamics of the large-scale structu
The same information is given by Figs. 8~c!–8~d! showing,
respectively, the histograms for the curves in Figs. 8~a! and
8~b!. Considering the average Nu of Fig. 8 we find Nu539.1
62.1, Nu539.762.2 and 40.261.2, respectively, forD
5100,D51, andD50.01; even if it is tempting to conjec
ture a weak Nu increase with decreasingD ~and this would
be consistent with the plume dynamics shown in the previ
section! we can conclude that the Nusselt variations
within the error bars and these are negligible when compa
to the changes induced by other factors. The very limi
sensitivity of Nu onD is mainly a consequence of the stea
temperature boundary conditions of the setup, since the p
uct rwCw affects the relaxation time of the plates wh
switching from one state to another. On the other hand, e
plate has one surface maintained at a fixed temperature
the other surface~the wetted one! whose temperature is sta
tistically steady owing to the large number of random eve
occurring on the fluid side. In other words, if the mean pla
temperature were time dependent, then the thermal diffu
ity ~or D! would be a decisive factor. In contrast, being t
mean plate temperature statistically steady, the thermal
fusivity plays a minor role with respect to other factors. F
ther details on temperature fluctuations inside the plate
the steadiness of the temperature profile are given in App
dix A for a simplified model problem.

C. Dependence on lw Õl f

As we have seen in Sec. III A the generation and evo
tion of thermal plumes is strongly influenced by the ratio
the thermal conductivities of fluid and plate. In fact, sincelw

remains constant with Ra while the effective conductivity
the fluid increases with Ra according toleff5Nul f , even-
tually the thermal conductivity of the plate becomes t
small to allow the requested heat flux. The same mechan
governs the whole flow and typical results are given in F
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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9~a! showing the Nu vslw /l f curves for different values o
Ra. Whenlw /l f exceeds a threshold~whose value is Ra-
dependent! the Nusselt number becomes essentially indep
dent of lw /l f and converges to the asymptotic value N`

obtained when the temperature boundary conditions are
posed directly at the plate/fluid interface.19

The conjecture that the plates ‘‘see’’ a material with e
fective thermal conductivity Nul f is confirmed by Fig. 9~b!
in which all the results for different values of Ra andlw /l f

collapse onto a single line when the quantities Nu/Nu` vs
lw /(Nul f) are plotted. We wish to stress that in Fig. 9~b!
we have on the same curve three-dimensional and axis
metric simulations despite the very different mean flo
structure and plume dynamics.

It is worth noting that the unique collapse of axisymme
ric and three-dimensional results of Fig. 9~b! does not imply
neither the same values of the Nusselt number nor the s
scaling with Ra~see Ref. 22!; the reason for the collapse i
the presence in the abscissa of Nu which incorporates al
flow differences between axisymmetric and thre
dimensional flows. Nevertheless the possibility of describ
with a single relation both kinds of flow evidences the r
bustness of the scaling arguments and confirms the poss
ity of scanning the parameters range using fast axisymme
simulation and of confirming the conjectures by fewer thre
dimensional simulations.

Looking at Fig. 5 it is evident that part of the total tem
perature differenceDT drops within the plates thickness thu
implying that the effective temperature difference across
fluid layer is D,DT . The Nusselt and Rayleigh numbe
defined in the relations~1! can be therefore reformulate
usingD instead ofDT yielding

Nu* 5
Q̇h

l fDS
and Ra* 5

ga fDh3

n fkf
. ~6!

These quantities are more appropriate to those flows wh
eitherDT is corrected by the static conductive plates drop
whenD is measured directly by placing probes at the flu
plate interfaces. In Fig. 9~c!, Nu* is used instead of Nu for
the same plot as Fig. 9~b!. We wish to stress that the differ
ence between Nu* and Nù is due only to the modified
plume dynamics caused by the finite conductivity of t
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 10. ~a! Nu vs e/h for different Ra andlw /l f at D51. — and ––– are, respectively, the Nu` values for the axisymmetric flows at Ra523106 and
Ra523108. ~b! The same as~a! but for Nu/Nù vs lwh/(Nu l fe). * , Axisymmetric Ra523106 and lw /l f550; 1, axisymmetric Ra523108 and
lw /l f550; 3, axisymmetric Ra523108 andlw /l f5500; 1, axisymmetric Ra5231010 lw /l f550. ~c! The same as~b! but using Nu* instead of Nu.
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plates while the difference between Nu and Nu` includes
also the static effect of the reduced temperature differen

A relevant observation in Figs. 9~b!–9~c! is that the de-
viation of the results from Nu/Nù51 is still appreciable at
lw /(Nul f)510 confirming the presence of finite conducti
ity effects even when the plate conductivity is one order
magnitude larger than the fluid effective conductivity. In a
dition, being the fluid effective conductivity dependent
Nu the argumentlw /l f@1 should not be used since, d
pending of the Rayleigh number of the flow, it could lead
serious errors@see Fig. 9~a!#.

D. Dependence on eÕh

The influence of the plate thicknesse/h is investigated
in this section by axisymmetric simulations performed
several values of Ra andlw /l f . Some results are given i
Fig. 10~a! showing a Nu decrease for increasinge/h and,
once more, the entity of the decrease depends on the
leigh number and thelw /l f ratio. Taking advantage of th
results of the previous section, however, it is relatively e
to account for the effects of Ra andlw /l f and to define the
quantities Nu/Nù and lwh/(l fNue) which rescale all the
data on a single curve@Fig. 10~b!#. It can be noted from Fig
10~b! that for decreasing plate thicknesses (e→0) we have
Nu→Nu` consistently with the observation that eventua
the temperature boundary conditions are applied directl
the plate/fluid interface. On the other hand, for increas
plate thickness we have a decreasing Nu/Nu` . Once again
the same plot as Fig. 10~b! is reported in Fig. 10~c! using
Nu* instead of Nu with the aim of stressing the effect on
on the plume dynamics rather than on the overall heat tra
fer.

The above results might appear counterintuitive sin
they seem to indicate for an experimental setup that the t
ner are the plates the closer is Nu to Nu` . This apparent
inconsistency is due to the different temperature bound
conditions in experimental setups and in the present num
cal simulations. In fact, the presence of constant tempera
surfaces (x50 andx5h12e in Fig. 2! implies the existence
of infinite heat capacity devices with the plates placed
between these devices and the fluid layer. In contrast,
laboratory experiment the heat current is the controlled qu
tity which is produced by spiraling coils via the Joule effe
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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thick copper plates are then necessary between the coils
the fluid in order to homogenize the heat flux over the wet
surface and to have a heat capacity to cope with the m
intense flow events.

In an experimental setup, therefore, thick metal pla
are needed to approximate as close as possible the cond
of uniform constant temperature at the plate/fluid interfa
In the present numerical simulations, in contrast, the pla
only act as parasite thermal resistances in between the
layer and ideal infinite heat capacity devices capable
maintaining a uniform and constant temperature indep
dently of the required heat flux.

E. Discussion

The results of Fig. 10 allow us to consider the influen
of all flow parameters on the heat transfer, therefore also
results of Fig. 9, when rescaled in the same way, sho
collapse on the same curve. Evidence of this is given in F
11 where two additional cross-check three-dimensio
simulations have been added. The reason for running fur
simulations is that in the analyses of the previous sections
have always maintained fixed one or more flow paramet
while now we would like to test the validity of the curve i
Fig. 11 when every variable assumes a value different fr
that used for the curve determination. In particular, a fi
simulation at Ra5108, e/h50.08, lw /l f5162.35 andD
50.5 and a second at Ra5107, e/h50.035, lw /l f

5216.66 andD53 have been performed and the results
also reported in Fig. 11. We have obtained in the first c
Nu531.661.8 and in the second Nu517.761.0 yielding, re-
spectively,Rf /Rp5lwh/(Nul fe)564.32 and 349.16 with
Nu/Nù 50.901 and 0.982~the values of Nù at Ra5107

and Ra5108 have been interpolated from Ref. 19. A furth
three-dimensional simulation with the same parameters
the first cross-check run (Ra5108, e/h50.08, lw /l f

5162.35) except forD was performed; in particular in this
simulation it was assumedD520 instead ofD50.5 with the
aim of checking whetherkw /kf rather thanlw /l f is the
relevant parameter to compute the correction of Fig. 11
the present case we have obtained Nu532.561.9 to be com-
pared with the value Nu531.661.8 obtained forD50.5. It
should be noted that by increasingD by a factor 40 only an
increase of Nu of the order of 3% was obtained. If the th
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 11. ~a! Nu/Nù vs lwh/(Nu l fe) for the results of Figs. 9 and 10~with the same meaning of the symbols!. Half-solid s, for cross-check three-
dimensional simulations. —, Fit of the data:y512exp@2(x/4)1/3#. ~b! The same as~a! but for Nu* and Ra* instead of Nu and Ra. –•–, Ratio
Nu* /Nu`(y5$12exp@2(x/4)1/3#%(x)/(x22)).
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mal diffusivitieskw andkf had to be used in Fig. 11 instea
of the thermal conductivitieslw andl f , an increase ofD by
a factor 40 would have been equivalent to a decrease
lw /l f by the same factor. The latter would have given
value Rf /Rp51.6 ~instead of the originalRf /Rp564.32)
yielding a Nusselt number decrease of 47.5%; this is cle
not compatible with the result of the simulation which,
contrast, shows a small Nusselt number increase of ma
tude smaller than the error bar. The fact thatlw /l f is the
relevant ratio and notkw /kf implies that the heat transfe
inside the plates is essentially steady; in the Appendix a s
plified one-dimensional unsteady problem for the heat tra
fer inside the plate is solved, and the results show that ind
when the plates correction becomes significant the temp
ture profile within most of the plate thickness is linear a
steady. In contrast, the temperature unsteadiness induce
the flow dynamics at the upper surface only affects a v
limited region of the plate adjacent to the plate/fluid inte
face.

Once we have verified that the appropriate scaling v
ables arelwh/(Nul fe) and Nu/Nù , it is relatively easy to
interpret this result in view of Fig. 1. In fact for the setu
sketched in Fig. 2 it results inRsw50 andRup5Rlp5Rp ; on
the other hand the thermal analog of Ohm’s lawD i5RiQ̇i

requiresRp5e/(lwS) andRf5h/(leffS)5h/(lf NuS), Sbe-
ing the wetted surface of the plate. It is then clear that
governing variablelwh/(Nul fe) is just the ratioRf /Rp and
the condition Nu/Nù'1 is only obtained whenRf /Rp

@1; the most important information of Fig. 11 is that we a
now able to define a threshold value ofRf /Rp in order to
neglect the finite conductivity effects of the plate. On t
other hand, it must be noted thatRf /Rp5lwh/(Nul fe) de-
pends on the Nusselt number, therefore, for increasing
regardless of the fluid and plate properties,Rf /Rp always
becomes smaller than the fixed threshold.

It is worth mentioning that the Nusselt number of Fi
11~a! is defined using the total temperature differenceDT

while in some experiments only the fluid temperature diff
enceD is used~see for example, Ref. 28! and it is estimated
by subtracting the temperature drop within the platesDp
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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~with D5DT2Dp). In this case, being the temperature dr
in the platesDp52RpQ̇, it is possible to write

Nu* 5
Q̇h

l fD
5Nu

DT

D
5Nu

Rf /Rp

Rf /Rp22
~7!

and, since the relation between Nu and Nu` is known from
Fig. 11~a!, it is possible to relate Nu* with Nu` .29 The ratio
Nu* /Nu` is reported in Fig. 11~b!, where it is noted that it is
practically coincident with Nu/Nù for Rf /Rp>100 when
the difference becomes smaller than 2%; most of exp
ments are just in this range and the two corrections pra
cally coincide. When the fluid is mercury, however,Rf /Rp is
generally smaller than 100 and the difference between N*
and Nu becomes non-negligible. The community of expe
mentalists using mercury is apparently aware of this diff
ence since in their plots Nu* is always reported; in this cas
the difference between Nu* and Nù is at most 11% for
Rf /Rp.11 while the difference between Nu and Nu` is al-
ready 25%. For smaller values ofRf /Rp the Nusselt number
correction must be taken with caution since the empirica
to Nu/Nù remains finite and, being the relation~7! between
Nu* and Nu exact, Nu* /Nu` estimated by the empirical fi
yields, in the limit Rf /Rp→2, Nu* /Nu`;(Rf /Rp22)21

which is not physically realistic. One possible cause for t
behavior is that for very small values ofRf /Rp most of the
temperature drop occurs within the plates and the temp
ture difference in the fluid layer is so reduced that the dev
oping flow can change in nature~unsteady laminar or even
steady! with respect to the reference turbulent flow. This h
been noticed, in particular, in those cases where small va
of Rf /Rp(,10) are combined with small values of Rayleig
numbers (Ra<23107). However it should be noted that th
Nusselt number correction forRf /Rp→0 is only a specula-
tive point since an underlying assumption of laboratory e
periments isRf /Rp@1 and in this limit Nu and Nu* behave
in a similar way. On the other hand it is worth mentionin
that the fit of Fig. 11~a! is not accurate forRf /Rp,10 since
the numerical simulations seem to give values of Nu/N`

smaller than the curve and the divergence of Nu* /Nu` for
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 12. Compensated Nusselt numbers for different fluid/plate arrangements: —, Nu`5Nu`Ra22/7; ¯, Nu* 5Nu* (Ra* )22/7 and –––, Nu5Nu Ra22/7; all
the curves are plotted up to the limitRf /Rp510. ~a! Mercury and copper (lw /l f5401/8.65); ~b! water and copper at ambient temperature (lw /l f

5401/0.63); ~c! cryogenic gaseous helium and oxygen free copper (lw /l f51000./0.087). Nù50.233 for panels~b! and ~c!, Nù 50.116 for panel~a!
according to the data for mercury.e/h50.05 for all cases. The quantity Nu* is plotted against Ra* computed with the corrected temperature differenceD
instead ofDT .
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Rf /Rp→2 might be only an artifact of the empirical fit o
Fig. 11~a!. As a matter of fact, with the data available fro
Fig. 11, we can consider the fits for Nu/Nu` and Nu* /Nu`

reliable up toRf /Rp'10 while further investigation would
be necessary to assess their behavior for smaller values

Once again, the distinction between Nu, Nu* , and Nù
allows us to clarify that in an experiment the Nusselt num
can differ from the ideal value for two reasons: the first
that the temperature differenceDT applied to the set up is
bigger that that applied to the fluid layer~D!. The second
reason is given by the plume dynamics modified by the fin
heat capacity and thermal conductivity of the plates. The fi
point gives the difference between Nu and Nu* and this can
be simply corrected by accounting for the temperature d
in the plates, the second contribution, in contrast, is the
ference between Nu* and Nù and it can only be correcte
by models like that of Fig. 11.

Given the good predictive capability of the curve in Fi
11 and its robustness over the parameter variation (23106

<Ra<231010, 1<lw /l f<104, 0.01<e/h<0.5, and 1022

<D<102) we can try to speculate about its consequen
for high-Rayleigh number laboratory experiments. Sin
very accurate laboratory experiments can have error bar
low as 2%,30 we can fix the threshold value ofRf /Rp such
that it results Nu/Nù'0.98, yielding (Rf /Rp) th'300. As-
suming a plate thicknesse/h50.05, for cryogenic gaseou
helium and oxygen free copper, we havelwh/(Nul fe)
,(Rf /Rp) th for Nu.6733 which happens at Ra.1015. On
the other hand for standard copper and pure water at amb
temperature the threshold is exceeded for Nu.40 occurring
at Ra.23108, while for copper and mercury this happe
for Nu>3, which is around Ra.105 in a G51/2 cell! When
the Rayleigh number is increased beyond the limiting val
the growth of the Nusselt number is partially reduced acco
ing to the curves of Fig. 11 and an apparent reduction of
growth rate can be observed. An example is given in Fig.
where it has been assumed that the Nu` vs Ra is a pure 2/7
power law and the behavior of cryogenic gaseous heliu
water, and mercury have been computed. Every setu
eventually affected by the finite conductivity of the plate b
the effect on water and mercury is particularly severe, t
suggesting that these fluids are not good candidates for
periments in the ‘‘ultimate’’ Rayleigh number regime. On
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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again, since the correction factor is not accurate forRf /Rp

→0, we have plotted the curves in Fig. 12 up to the Rayle
number yieldingRf /Rp'10. Both Nusselt numbers Nu an
Nu* are reported and they are computed, respectively, w
the total temperature differenceDT and its corrected value
the mismatch between Nu* and Nù is smaller than that
between Nu and Nùaccording to the different correction
of Fig. 11. It is worth mentioning that in Fig. 12 Nu* has
been plotted against Ra* which is also computed using th
corrected temperature differenceD; the fact that the curves
Nu* vs Ra* do not match the curves Nu` vs Ra further
confirms that the plates effect cannot be totally corrected
changingDT .

The best fluid/plate arrangement is cryogenic helium a
oxygen free copper since appreciable finite conductivity
fects only appear beyond Ra.1015. This confirms that the
experiments by Refs. 3 and 31 are both unaffected by
finite conductivity problems and their discrepancies can
be accounted by this effect. Even if this model is not su
cessful in addressing the mismatch of some recent exp
ments in helium, it can explain the puzzling discrepancy
tween the published results of experiments in water a
those in helium. In fact, most of water experiments find e
ponents d ln(Nu)/d ln(Ra)50.28– 0.29 while the recen
high-Ra helium experiments find exponents.0.31. On the
other hand, let Nu5a Rab, with the empirical fit of Fig.
11~a! we can easily compute the exponentb` of the cor-
rected Nusselt number Nu` through

b`5
d ln Nu`

d ln Ra
5b1

exp2~C/Rab/3!

12exp2~C/Rab/3!

Cb

3 Rab/3
, ~8!

beingC5@(lwh)/(4l fea)#1/3. The above expression show
that b` is bigger thanb and their difference increases wit
Ra. Taking, as an example, the fit of Ref. 32 we have
50.1396 Ra0.29 that, with the properties of copper and wat
and assuminge/h50.05, it is obtainedb`50.2910.022
50.312 at Ra51010(Rf /Rp528.7) which compare very
well with the results in helium. Another interesting cons
quence of the above formula is that even ifb is constant with
Ra,b` depends on Ra showing a positive curvature. One
the signatures of the model in Ref. 12 is the curvature of
ln Nu vs ln Ra curve that at Pr54 gives b`50.287, b`
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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50.310, andb`50.338, respectively, at Ra5108, 1011, and
1014. These exponents are perfectly consistent with Eq.~8!
which with the fit of Ref. 32 yieldsb`50.294,b`50.312,
andb`50.338. Similarly to water, the present correction c
reconcile the differences between mercury experiments
other published data. The fit of Fig. 11~b! has been used b
Sano29 to correct his experimental data; it is worth mentio
ing that the correction in Fig. 11~b! was used instead of tha
in Fig. 11~a!, since the thermal conductivities of copper a
mercury are not very different and the correction for t
temperature drop within the plates is a common pract
Also in this case it was obtained for Ra.109 an exponent
b`.1/3 which is very much in agreement with that of oth
fluids.

In addition, since the recent high precision experime
aim at testing the Grossmann and Lohse predictions, form
~8! can be used to estimate the requirements of an exp
mental apparatus in which finite conductivity effects are n
ligible; in particular if the b` exponent varies byDb`

50.04 over 6 Ra–decades the exponent increase ca
roughly estimated asdb`5Db`/650.0067 per Ra–decade
In order for an experimental apparatus to be able to appr
ate this variation, the correction tob in Eq. ~8! must be at
most a fraction ofdb` . This requirement introduces an a
ditional threshold Ra that cannot be exceeded if the fin
conductivity effects have not to obscure the ln Nu vs ln
curvature. For example, if the correction must be sma
than db`/2, then for copper and water~with e/h50.05) it
results in Ra<23108 while for oxygen free copper an
cryogenic gaseous helium it results in Ra,1015 ~using the
correlation Nu50.124 Ra0.309 from Ref. 3, ande/h50.05).
We wish to stress that in this case the thresholds Rayle
numbers for (Nù2Nu!/Nu`<0.02 and the curvature cor
rection of ln Nu vs ln Ra smaller thandb`/2 have the same
values; this, however, is coincidental and is only due to
arbitrary choices of the differences between Nu` with Nu
and the curvature corrections. More restrictive precision
quirement would give different threshold Rayleigh numb
the smaller of which would be the limit of the experimen
apparatus.

In this discussion we have evidenced that, at the m
ment, the best fluid/plate arrangement is cryogenic hel
and oxygen free copper which is unaffected by finite cond
tivity problems up to Ra51015. This limit, although quite
high, still is not enough to address some questions relate
the elusive ultra hard regime predicted by Ref. 8. This po
the question of how to design higher Rayleigh number
periments without facing the finite conductivity problem
and one possibility is described in Appendix B.

IV. CLOSING REMARKS

The correction model derived in the present paper is
attempt to account for the effects of the plate thermal pr
erties on the heat transfer in turbulent thermal convect
One of the main results of this study is that the plates
sensitive to theeffective thermal conductivity of the fluid
leff5Nul f rather than to the molecular thermal conductiv
l f . This implies that, since the Nusselt number increa
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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monotonically with the Rayleigh number, every setup ha
maximum Ra that can be attained before finite conductiv
effects interfere with the heat transfer. We wish to stress
only part of these effects can be corrected by diminishing
total temperature differenceDT by the drop occurring within
the plates. The reason is in the changes produced in the
mal plume dynamics by the reduced local heat flux at
plate/fluid interface~see Ref. 15 for a more detailed anal
sis!.

Although the range of parameters investigated in t
paper is quite wide, still there are factors which have n
been explored like the cell aspect ratioG and the Prandtl
number. Another point which deserves more investigation
the difference between constant temperature and cons
heat flux boundary conditions on the ‘‘dry’’ surfaces of th
plates. In real laboratory setups the situation is very comp
since hot and cold plates have different thicknesses and
ferent heating and cooling systems yielding a hot plate wh
is well approximated by a constant heat flux surface wh
the cold plate is better represented by a constant tempera
surface.16 In addition the presence of auxiliary devices~like
flanges, thermal links, sealing rings, etc.! could lead to an
effective plate thickness different from its nominal value.
further point deserving some caution is the possibility
quantitatively applying the present correction to convect
regimes different from those simulated here; in particular
two extreme cases are liquid metals soft/hard convec
~where thermal plumes hardly form! and the ultimate regime
~plume dominated!.

Despite the above mentioned problems, the correc
proposed in this paper~Fig. 11! worked very well for a re-
cent experiment where the heat transfer measurements
systematically smaller than the theoretical prediction of R
12 with a difference which increased with Ra and it beca
as large as 11% at Ra51011.33 In particular, the cell was
cylindrical of the unity aspect ratio~G51! and it was filled
with pure water at a mean temperatureT5313 K ~Pr54.38!.
The lower plate was a 3.5 cm thick aluminum block wh
the top plate was more complicated since it was 2.54
thick but it contained channels carrying the cooling wat
the thickness below the bottom of these channels was
cm. By assuming an effective plate thickness of 0.9
~equal for top and bottom plate! it has been possible to ac
count for all the mismatch between measurements
theory12 for a range of Rayleigh numbers in between R
5109 and 1011.

Further work is needed to understand the effects of
unexplored parameters, however, the fact that for the exp
ment by Nikolaenko and Ahlers33 the reasonable valueeeff

50.9 cm~in between 3.5 cm and 0.8 cm, respectively of t
lower and upper plates! could absorb all the difference be
tween experiments and theory suggests that the correc
model proposed in this paper captures the essential phy

Before concluding this paper we wish to shortly menti
the results obtained more than 150 years ago by Pe´clet34 in
an experiment on the thermal conductivity of metals.
used a device with a continuously stirred fluid bounded
metal plates whose thicknesse could be changed. He re
ported that the heat flux increased with the stirring of t
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 13. Temperature profiles across the plate thickness; the thick solid line in each panel is the time averaged solution, the other lines are insneous
profiles every 1/4 of period.~a! Ra5231013 andRf /Rp51440; ~b! Ra5231015 andRf /Rp5347; ~c! Ra5231017 andRf /Rp583.57. The results have
been obtained assumingu051, ue50.5, up50.1, e51, e/h50.05, and Nu50.124 Ra0.309.
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fluid, increased for decreasinge and it became independen
of the plate thickness only when it was below a thresh
value. Pe´clet indicated this behavior as an ‘‘anomaly’’ of th
thermal conductivity of the metalslw since, for large plate
thicknesses, its value turned out to be dependent one. These
observations, however, can be interpreted with the help
Fig. 11 since Pe´clet’s experiment implied forced heat con
vection and for decreasinge the valueRf /Rp increases to-
gether with Nu/Nù . Only whenRf /Rp exceeds the value
Rf /Rp'300 the ratio Nu/Nù becomes indistinguishabl
from unity and the heat transfer is independent ofe.
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix, by a simplified one-dimensional mod
problem, an argument is given for the presence of the rati
the thermal conductivitieslw /l f in the correction factor of
Fig. 11 rather than the ratio of the thermal diffusivitieskw /kf

as it would be expected given the problem unsteadiness
Consider the hot plate of the convective cell in Fig.

which on the bottomx50 has a constant temperature wh
on the topx5e the temperature boundary condition is tim
dependent owing to the action of the unsteady flow sweep
the surface; if we neglect the horizontal space variatio
beinge the plate thickness, we haveu(0,t)5uh andu(e,t)
5ue1up expivt, where ue is the mean temperature at th
fluid/plate interface,up is the amplitude of the temperatur
perturbation, andv52p/t gives the flow-induced time varia
tion with periodt. The time dependent one-dimensional te
perature profile across the plate thickness obeys to
nloaded 21 Dec 2010 to 160.80.88.3. Redistribution subject to AIP license
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]2u

]x2
~9!

with Pe the Pe´clet number defined as Pe5APr Rakf /kw . For
the given boundary conditions the above equation yields

u~x,t !5uh1~ue2uh!
x

e
1up

exp2 ibx2expibx

exp2 ibe2expibe
expivt,

~10!

being2b25 iv Pe. This solution has been plotted assum
that the plate is pure copper and the above fluid cryoge
helium; as a consequence the time scale of the flow can
taken as the time between two successive plume detachm
t'ARa Pr/(4 Nu2), while up was considered independent
Ra since each thermal boundary layer always supports
of the total temperature difference and the generation o
plume implies the detachment of a portion of boundary lay
The results are in Fig. 13 for three different Rayleigh nu
bers.

It is worth noting that as the Rayleigh number is i
creased above Ra'231015 the correction parameter de
creases below the threshold valueRf /Rp'300 and the dif-
ference between Nu and Nu` becomes relevant. In this
regime, however, according to the panels~b! and ~c! of Fig.
13 most of the plate thickness is in a steady regime with
temperature unsteadiness that affects only a very thin re
adjacent to the upper boundary. This might explain why
correction parameterRf /Rp5lwh/(l fe Nu) contains the
plate thermal conductivitylw although the unsteady natur
of the phenomenon would suggest the use of the ther
diffusivity kw . On the other hand it must be stressed th
even if the penetration depth~1/b! of the temperature oscil
lation is much smaller than the plate thickness~e! this does
not necessarily imply that the heat transfer obeys to
steady state temperature distribution. In fact, as seen in
III A, there is a two-way coupling between the plume ge
eration and the plate heat transfer and the temperature d
bution at the fluid/plate interface is determined by the int
action of both.

On the side we note that consideringup independent of
Ra is only an approximation although it can explain the c
rection parameter of Fig. 11~a!; in fact, if D* is the tempera-
ture difference across the fluid we can writel fD* Nu/h
5lwup /e which givesD* /up5(lwh)/(lwe Nu) ~Ref. 35!.
 or copyright; see http://pof.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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In a recent paper the same authors argue that the temper
fluctuations in the bulk~d* ! are the relevant parameter rath
than D* and this yields the correction factor in the for
(lwh)/(l fe Re Pr) instead of (lwh)/(l fe Nu). A relevant
difference could be that the present correction has been c
puted for constant temperature boundary conditions while
that paper constant heat flux was considered for the pla
both results should be checked with ad hoc experiments

APPENDIX B

We have seen in the paper that using the traditional
rangement for the heating and cooling plates, any experim
tal apparatus has a threshold Rayleigh number beyond w
the plates are not enough conductive to provide the flow w
the required heat. Although the maximum Rayleigh num
depends on material properties and flow condition, we h
estimated at best, for cryogenic helium and oxygen free c
per, a threshold of Ra51015 which still is not high enough to
answer several questions about the physics of convective
bulence. One possibility to push this limit further up could
a different heating device~Fig. 14! for the hot plate known as
‘‘heat pipe.’’36 It consists of a boiling liquid, with the tem
perature adjustable by controlling its absolute press
whose vapor is allowed to condense on the lower side o
thin and highly conducting metal plate. If on the upper s
of this plate convective phenomena are occurring and an
tense local heat flux is needed, from the lower side a la
amount of vapor will condense thus preventing the lo
plate temperature from decreasing. This device gives an
tremely stable and uniform temperature distribution on
plate surface, provided this is thin enough to avoid all
phenomena described in this paper. In principle, the p
thickness could be reduced to vanishing values even if p
tical considerations~the plate must sustain itself and
should not deform under the weight of the upper fluid or
pressure difference between upper and lower sides! suggest

FIG. 14. Sketch of the ‘‘heat pipe’’:~1! convective fluid layer;~2! metal
plate of thicknesse; ~3! condensing vapor;~4! fluid vapor;~5! boiling liquid;
~6! heating device for the liquid.
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to maintain this thickness finite. In this case, however, sin
the temperature of the lower side of the plate is exactly c
stant, as requested by the phase change process, the c
tion derived in the present paper could be applied with
approximations. On the other hand, such a good heating
tem requires an equally good cooling system for the c
plate and the heat pipe is apparently not very efficient ow
to the ‘‘film boiling’’ phenomenon which prevents the ad
equate heat transfer between the cold plate and the bo
liquid.29
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